Paget disease of bone

Paget disease of bone is a disorder that causes bones to grow larger and weaker than normal. Affected bones may be misshapen and easily broken (fractured).

The classic form of Paget disease of bone typically appears in middle age or later. It usually occurs in one or a few bones and does not spread from one bone to another. Any bones can be affected, although the disease most commonly affects bones in the spine, pelvis, skull, or legs.

Many people with classic Paget disease of bone do not experience any symptoms associated with their bone abnormalities. The disease is often diagnosed unexpectedly by x-rays or laboratory tests done for other reasons. People who develop symptoms are most likely to experience pain. The affected bones may themselves be painful, or pain may be caused by arthritis in nearby joints. Arthritis results when the distortion of bones, particularly weight-bearing bones in the legs, causes extra wear and tear on the joints. Arthritis most frequently affects the knees and hips in people with this disease.

Other complications of Paget disease of bone depend on which bones are affected. If the disease occurs in bones of the skull, it can cause an enlarged head, hearing loss, headaches, and dizziness. If the disease affects bones in the spine, it can lead to numbness and tingling (due to pinched nerves) and abnormal spinal curvature. In the leg bones, the disease can cause bowed legs and difficulty walking.

A rare type of bone cancer called osteosarcoma has been associated with Paget disease of bone. This type of cancer probably occurs in less than 1 in 1,000 people with this disease.

Early-onset Paget disease of bone is a less common form of the disease that appears in a person's teens or twenties. Its features are similar to those of the classic form of the disease, although it is more likely to affect the skull, spine, and ribs (the axial skeleton) and the small bones of the hands. The early-onset form of the disorder is also associated with hearing loss early in life.

Frequency

Classic Paget disease of bone occurs in approximately 1 percent of people older than 40 in the United States. Scientists estimate that about 1 million people in this country have the disease. It is most common in people of western European heritage.

Early-onset Paget disease of bone is much rarer. This form of the disorder has been reported in only a few families.
Causes

A combination of genetic and environmental factors likely play a role in causing Paget disease of bone. Researchers have identified changes in several genes that increase the risk of the disorder. Other factors, including infections with certain viruses, may be involved in triggering the disease in people who are at risk. However, the influence of genetic and environmental factors on the development of Paget disease of bone remains unclear.

Researchers have identified variations in three genes that are associated with Paget disease of bone: SQSTM1, TNFRSF11A, and TNFRSF11B. Mutations in the SQSTM1 gene are the most common genetic cause of classic Paget disease of bone, accounting for 10 to 50 percent of cases that run in families and 5 to 30 percent of cases in which there is no family history of the disease. Variations in the TNFRSF11B gene also appear to increase the risk of the classic form of the disorder, particularly in women. TNFRSF11A mutations cause the early-onset form of Paget disease of bone.

The SQSTM1, TNFRSF11A, and TNFRSF11B genes are involved in bone remodeling, a normal process in which old bone is broken down and new bone is created to replace it. Bones are constantly being remodeled, and the process is carefully controlled to ensure that bones stay strong and healthy. Paget disease of bone disrupts the bone remodeling process. Affected bone is broken down abnormally and then replaced much faster than usual. When the new bone tissue grows, it is larger, weaker, and less organized than normal bone. It is unclear why these problems with bone remodeling affect some bones but not others in people with this disease.

Researchers are looking for additional genes that may influence a person's chances of developing Paget disease of bone. Studies suggest that genetic variations in certain regions of chromosome 2, chromosome 5, and chromosome 10 appear to contribute to disease risk. However, the associated genes on these chromosomes have not been identified.

Inheritance Pattern

In 15 to 40 percent of all cases of classic Paget disease of bone, the disorder has an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Autosomal dominant inheritance means that having one copy of an altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder.

In the remaining cases, the inheritance pattern of classic Paget disease of bone is unclear. Many affected people have no family history of the disease, although it sometimes clusters in families. Studies suggest that close relatives of people with classic Paget disease of bone are 7 to 10 times more likely to develop the disease than people without an affected relative.

Early-onset Paget disease of bone is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern. In people with this form of the disorder, having one altered copy of the TNFRSF11A gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disease.
Other Names for This Condition
- osseous Paget's disease
- osteitis deformans
- Paget disease, bone
- Paget's disease of bone
- PDB

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information
- What is genetic testing? https://primer/testing/genetictesting

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov
- ClinicalTrials.gov https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22Paget+disease+of+bone%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources
Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Paget’s Disease of the Bone
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000414.htm
- Health Topic: Paget’s Disease of Bone
  https://medlineplus.gov/pagetsdiseaseofbone.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Paget disease of bone
- Paget disease of bone, familial

Additional NIH Resources

- National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
  https://www.bones.nih.gov/health-info/bone/pagets

Educational Resources

- American College of Rheumatology
  https://www.rheumatology.org/I-Am-A/Patient-Caregiver/Diseases-Conditions/Pagets-Disease-of-Bone
- MalaCards: paget's disease of bone
  https://www.malacards.org/card/pagets_disease_of_bone
- Merck Manual Consumer Version
- Orphanet: NON RARE IN EUROPE: Paget disease of bone
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=280110
- Paget’s Association: Paget’s Disease
  https://www.paget.org.uk/information-support/pagets-disease/

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/pagets-disease/
- Paget’s Association
  https://www.paget.org.uk/
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Osteitis+Deformans%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28%28Paget+disease%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+%28bone%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28%28Paget's+disease%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+%28bone%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+%28gene%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28genetic*%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- PAGET DISEASE OF BONE 2, EARLY-ONSET
  http://omim.org/entry/602080
- PAGET DISEASE OF BONE 3
  http://omim.org/entry/167250
- PAGET DISEASE OF BONE 4
  http://omim.org/entry/606263
- PAGET DISEASE OF BONE 5, JUVENILE-ONSET
  http://omim.org/entry/239000

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Paget disease of bone
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